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 CLOTHO: A Large-Scale Internet of Things 
based Crowd Evacuation Planning System 

for disaster management 
Xialong Xu, Lei Zhang, Stelios Sotiriadis, Eleana Asimakopoulou, Maozhen Li, Nik Bessis 

Abstract—In recent years, different kinds of natural hazards or man-made disasters happened that were diversified and difficult 
to control with heavy casualties. In this work, we focus on the rapid and systematic evacuation of large-scale densities of people 
after disasters in order to reduce loss in an effective manner. The optimal evacuation planning is a key challenge and becomes 
a hotspot of research and development. We design our system based on an Internet of Things (IoT) scenario that utilizes a 
mobile Cloud computing platform in order to develop the Crowd Lives Oriented Track and Help Optimizition system (CLOTHO) 
that is an evacuation planning system for large-scale densities of people in disasters. CLOTHO includes the mobile terminal 
(IoT side) for data collection and the Cloud backend system for storage and analytics. We build our solution upon a typical 
IoT/fog disaster management scenario and we propose an IoT application based on an evacuation planning algorithm based on 
the artificial potential Field (APF), which is the core of CLOTHO. APF is conceptualized as an IoT service, and can determine 
the direction of evacuation automatically according to the gradient direction of the potential field, suitable for rapid evacuation of 
large population. People are usually in panic, which easily causes the chaos of evacuation and brings secondary disasters. 
Based on APF, we propose the evacuation planning algorithm based on artificial potential field with relationship attraction (APF-
RA). APF-RA guides the evacuees with relationship to move to the same shelter as much as possible, to calm evacuees and 
realize a more humanitarian evacuation. The experimental results show that CLOTHO (using APF and APF-RA) can effectively 
improve convergence rate, shorten the evacuation route length and evacuation time, and make the remaining capacity of the 
surrounding shelters balanced. Furthermore, CLOTHO aims to bring evacuees the the same shelter if possible and appropriate. 

Index Terms—Internet of Things, evacuation planning, artificial potential field, relationship attraction, disaster 
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1 INTRODUCTION
isasters, no matter natural hazards or man-made dis-
asters happened randomly, which means in many 

situations they are difficult to predict and control. In re-
cent years, it seems that serious disasters happened even 
more frequently, involving widespread human, material, 
economic or environmental losses and impacts. In 2005, 
Hurricane Katrina swept the coast of Florida and the Gulf 
of Mexico, killed more than 1800 people, and caused mil-
lions of people homeless and great economic losses of 
more than 340 billion US dollars. In 2011, the magnitude-
9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake off the eastern coast of Japan 
was one of the largest recorded earthquakes in history. It 
triggered a devastating tsunami that killed more than 
20,000 people and an ongoing nuclear disaster at the Fu-
kushima Daiichi power plant. The number of evacuees 
was more than 10 million. In 2015, A xylene facility 
leaked oil and caught fire, which led to blasts and a fire at 
three nearby oil storage tanks at Tenglong Aromatic Hy-
drocarbon (Zhangzhou) Co. Ltd. on the Gulei Peninsula 
in Zhangzhou City of southeast China's Fujian Province. 

There was a strong sense of quake within a radius of forty 
to fifty kilometers, and more than 11,000 local residents 
needed to be evacuated. All above disasters led to a large-
scale mass migration refuge behaviors. Rapid and orderly 
evacuation of the large-scale people after disasters can 
reduce loss effectively. The efficiently evacuation plan-
ning system is the key, which attracts more and more at-
tentions of governments, academia and industry around 
the world. In addition, the emergence of Fog, Internet of 
Things (IoT) and Cloud computing highlight new oppor-
tunities for disaster management planning and manage-
ment. IoT allows fast user data collection based on the 
peoples’ smart devices, while Cloud offers the platform 
and infrastructure for scalable data analytics and storage.  

At present, many evacuation planning models have 
been presented. For example, X. Song et al. [1], [2] pro-
posed an evacuation probability reasoning model based 
on the Markov decision process, B. Tang et al. [3] presents 
a Robot-Assisted evacuation scheme and E. Boukas et al. 
[4] presents an accurate Cellular Automaton simulation 
mod-el, V.S. Kalogeiton et al. [5] presented a dynamic 
model based on bionics, M. Di Gangi [6] proposed a dy-
namic distributed evacuation model, L. Chen et al. [7] 
presented a distributed emergency evacuation guidance 
framework based on wireless sensor networks, P. Tsai et 
al. [8] proposed a dynamic event-related network model, 
and S. Mukherjee et al. [9] presented a population dynam-
ic model based on the Lagrangian method. Many repre-
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sentative emergency evacuation planning systems have 
been designed and built at the same time. For example, 
M. U. S. Khan et al. [10] presented an evacuation system 
based on Macroserv for emergency, Y. Iizuka et al. [11] 
presented a multi-agent-based cooperative emergency 
evacuation system, P. G. Raj et al. [12] presented a popula-
tion evacuation system based on distributed mobile sen-
sors, K. Yu et al. [13] presented an intelligent evacuation 
guidance system based on image recognition, and F. Zhu 
et al. [14] presented a parallel public transport evacuation 
system based on the Artificial societies, Computational 
experiments, and Parallel execution (ACP) approach. 
EvacSys [15] is a typical evacuation system based on 
Cloud computing. 

For solving the evacuation planning problem in disas-
ters, the following difficulties need to be overcomed: 

1. When a disaster happens, the evacuees in the af-
fected area are usually in a state of fear, tension 
and feelings of helplessness due to the untimely 
information dissemination and guidance, which 
affects evacuees’ judgments. The herd mentality 
and unorganized evacuation may cause the con-
gestion of traffic and the imbalance of shelters, 
which delays the valuable evacuation time. Easy 
and automatic evacuation (e.g. based on automat-
ed IoT data collection solutions and simple to use 
mobile applications) can assist in this direction. 

2. None of current evacuation planning schemes take 
the psychological factor of human into considera-
tion in disasters or use the interpersonal relation-
ships to achieve the humanitarian evacuation. In 
fact, it is important to achieve to appease the feel-
ings of refugees as much as possible to avoid chaos 
when the disaster happens. In short, the humani-
tarian evacuation can realize the orderly evacua-
tion and maintain the mental stability of the evac-
uees. Order can be maintained with the use of an 
effective IoT based algorithm. 

3. There are many factors influencing the evacuation 
planning, such as the locations of shelters and 
evacuees, the traffic situation and the intentions of 
evacuees, etc. However, the current evacuation 
planning systems usually consider certain aspects 
of factors, which affects the efficiency of evacua-
tion or lacks of practicability. In this direction, an 
IoT based system can be extremely valuable as will 
guide the evacuation process based on user mobile 
phone location services.   

In view of the above problems, the main contributions 
of this paper include: 
1. Based on the IoT and mobile Cloud computing plat-

form, we construct an evacuation planning system for 
large-scale evacuees. The system realizes the coopera-
tion between mobile terminals and Cloud servers: 
mobile terminals submit the location information of 
evacuees and other collected information to Cloud 
servers; the Cloud server push the information of 
disaster to mobile terminals and then provide the 
personalized evacuation planning schemes for mobile 
terminals. 

2. The core of our solution is the efficient evacuation 
planning algorithm. An evacuation planning algo-
rithm based on artificial potential field (APF) is pro-
posed. The basic idea of APF is to establish a model 
of artificial potential field to describe the complex 
large-scale evacuation problem with the potential 
field function, which simplifies the difficulty of mod-
elling the complex disaster scenario, and enhances 
the efficiency and accuracy. 

3. In order to realize a more humanitarian evacuation, 
we take the interpersonal relationships into consider-
ation, and propose an evacuation planning algorithm 
based on artificial potential field with relationship at-
tractions (APF-RA). We introduce the relationship at-
traction potential field into the ultimate resultant po-
tential field function. Under the premise of the safety, 
evacuees with relationships can be evacuated to the 
same shelter. Both APF and APF-RA are applied to 
our solution. 

To describe our contributions, the rest of the paper has 
been organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes the related 
works in evacuation planning mechanisms and systems. 
Section 3 describes the architecture and the operation 
process of our system. Section 4 describes APF and APF-
RA in detail. Then, Section 5 carries on the contrast exper-
iments to the algorithms. The final section concludes the 
paper by summarizing the main contributions and points 
out the future research directions. 

2 RELATED WORKS 
X. Song et al. [1], [2] builds the model of the large-scale 
evacuation behaviors by constructing a large human mo-
bility database, and then extract the characteristics of 
evacuation behaviors for individuals during the disasters. 
The evacuation behaviors of victims are modeled by the 
Markov decision process (MDPs), and then the parame-
ters of the model are trained to find new migration char-
acteristics. A general probabilistic model of evacuees un-
der complicated geographical features is proposed. B. 
Tang et al. [3] presents a Robot-Assisted evacuation 
scheme, and E. Boukas et al. [4] presents an accurate Cel-
lular Automaton simulation model, which are capable of 
assessing the human behavior and mobility during emer-
gency situations. The setting of parameters of both pro-
posed schemes need to be determined empirically, and 
there exists a contradiction between temporal and spatial 
overhead and the solution accuracy. In addition, both 
schemes do not consider the interactions between the 
evacuees and the dynamic distribution of the population. 
V.S. Kalogeiton et al. [5] takes inspiration from the slime 
mould behavior and propose a computational bio-
inspired model crowd evacuation model, which mimicks 
the Physarum foraging process, the food diffusion, the 
organism’s growth, the creation of tubes for each organ-
ism, the selection of optimum tube for each human in 
correspondence to the crowd evacuation and finally the 
movement of all humans at each time step towards near 
exits. However, the model is only designed and suitable 
for indoor environments. M. Di Gangi et al. [6] analyses a 
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transportation system under emergency conditions and 
proposes a microscopic dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) 
model to determine quantitative indicators of traffic situa-
tion in the disaster area. In particular, a new version that 
is able to allow for multimodal networks and to consider 
network reliability is introduced. The method only solves 
the problem of the distribution of the evacuation road 
network and does not take the humanitarian factors into 
account. L. Chen et al. [7] proposes a load-balancing 
framework for distributed emergency guiding based on 
wireless sensor networks which can achieve the load bal-
ancing and reduce the total evacuation time. And an ana-
lytical model is derived, which can provide the fastest 
path for people to reach an exit according to the evacua-
tion time estimated using the analytical model. However, 
the scheme is limited to indoor environments. P. Tsai et al. 
[8] presents a dynamic event-dependent network model. 
Rapid calculation and storage of the path becomes an im-
portant link in any emergency situation. The model can 
quickly calculate the evacuation direction of the evacuees 
to reach the nearest shelter. However, the model does not 
take the load balancing of shelters into account. In addi-
tion, the model does not take global evacuation planning 
into account. S. Mukherjee et al. [9] puts forward the La-
grangian approach to the modeling of crowd dynamics by 
considering the various forces that act between the mem-
bers of a crowd while they are in motion, which is 
demonstrated via the Lyapunov energy function and the 
variable gradient method. But the model has not been 
applied to disaster scenarios.   

M. U. S. Khan et al. [10] proposes a scalable emergency 
evacuation service, termed the MacroServ which recom-
mends the evacuees with the most preferred routes to-
wards safe locations in disaster scenes. The approach con-
siders real-time road conditions to compute the maximum 
flow capacity of routes in the transportation network. The 
evacuees are directed towards those routes that are safe 
and have least congestion resulting in decreased evacua-
tion time. However, the system need to extend by incor-
porating more number of parameters and the relevant 
factors of humanitarian evacuation to address the uncer-
tain factors in emergency. Y. Iizuka et al. [11] presents a 
system that supports people being evacuated effectively 
from dangerous situations by using Multi-Agent coopera-
tion. The system evaluates the location of evacuees by 
using mobile devices and performing distributed compu-
ting. A distributed constraint optimization problem 
(DCOP) is used to model and solve the evacuation prob-
lem. Finally, an experiment was carried out using multi-
agent simulation. However, the formalization in this pa-
per is very simple, it is necessary to introduce a more real-
istic model and take the problem of load balancing in 
shelters into consideration. P. G. Raj et al. [12] puts for-
ward a distributed mobile sensing based crowd evacua-
tion system and the multiple crowd guidance algorithm. 
The BigActors model is applied to the system, which can 
be used for evacuation guidance. But the system is also 
suitable for indoor environment and lacks of humanitari-
an consideration. K. M. Yu et al. [13] proposes an intelli-
gent guidance system that is a combination of image 

recognition and sigital signage for conducting people to 
safety. The system uses WSN and RFID to collect the envi-
ronmental information, and uses smartphones and digital 
signages to guide people to the exit rapidly. However, the 
system is only used for indoor environment and needs to 
deploy digital signages, which brings the high hardware 
cost. F. Zhu et al. [14] presents a parallel public transpor-
tation system (PPTS) based on the artificial societies. PPTS 
was applied to the 2010 Guangzhou Asian Games, and 
the effectiveness of the is verified through the evaluation 
of two transportation evacuation plans for the Asian 
Games. But the system does not take the evacuation of 
people to the shelters into account and is lack of humani-
tarian consideration. O. Khalid et al. [15] presents an 
emergency evacuation system called EvacSys which is 
based on Cloud computing technology. The biggest prob-
lem in the evacuation process is the availability of effec-
tive information and through a safe route to evacuate 
from the affected areas. The Cloud-based EvacSys pro-
cesses a large amount of real-time sensory data to com-
pute safe and appropriate routes for evacuees and emer-
gency vehicles in disaster situations. But the system does 
not take the psychological state of the evacuees and the 
problem of humanization evacuation into account. 

3 IOT EVACUATION PLANNING SYSTEM 
This section presents the generic architecture of the 
Crowd Lives Oriented Track and Help Optimizition Sys-
tem (CLOTHO). CLOTHO a typical IoT based disaster 
management scenario, where evacuation of people is 
based on user mobile phones. 
3.1 System Architecture 
Based on the mobile Cloud computing platform, we con-

struct an efficient evacuation planning system for large-
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Fig. 1. The system architecture of CLOTHO 
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scale crowd. Fig. 1 shows the CLOTHO architecture. 
CLOTHO has four main modules, including the data 

acquisition, the network transmission, the Cloud service 
and the user access. The data acquisition module is main-
ly responsible for collecting the location information of 
the evacuees, including the latitude and the longitude, via 
mobile devices, such as smartphones. The network 
transmission module is responsible for two-way commu-
nications between mobile devices and Cloud servers 
based on the basic wireless communication network in-
frastructure. The Cloud service module is the core com-
ponent of CLOTHO, which is based on the Cloud data 
center. The Cloud service module receives the data from 
the data acquisition module and provides services of data 
storage and data processing. The main tasks of the Cloud 
service module are managing the information of evacu-
ees, shelters, and disasters and then providing personal-
ized evacuation schemes for crowd in disaster.  

The user access module is used as the interactive inter-
face for users to obtain the evacuation services from the 
Cloud service module, including the browser-based ac-
cess interface for the administrators of the emergency 
command center, and the visualized evacuation planning 
display interface for mobile terminals. 

3.2 Typical Scenario 
In this work, we consider as a typical disaster scenario the 
explosion of a chemical plant in Nanjing, China. When 
the disaster happened, toxic chemicals leaked and 
spreaded quickly. CLOTHO captured the time, location, 
affected area and other information of the disaster and 
pushed them to those mobile terminals held by users 
needing to be evacuated. CLOTHO has the locations of all 
users online and the surrounding shelters, as shown in 
Fig. 2(a). Then, based on the locations of users and shel-
ters and other information (exp. the interpersonal rela-
tionships), CLOTHO used the built-in evacuation plan-
ning algorithm to provide the personalized evacuation 
planning schemes for users in order to guide them to the 
most reasonable shelters. Based on the user access mod-
ule, users can see the visualized evacuation planning 
schemes on the screen of their smartphones with the 
routes, distances and time of evacuation, as shown in Fig. 
2(b). The user can obtain the specific evacuation guidance. 
According to the real-time traffic condition, the system 
recommends the best personalized evacuation routes and 
avoids the congested roads actively, as shown in Fig. 2(c). 
In addition, the system provides the shelter information 
query function, as shown in Fig. 2(d). 

In addition, CLOTHO can provide services for the 
emergency management agency. Fig. 3 shows the real-
time evacuation situations, where each red mark indicates 
the location of each person to be evacuated, each black 
mark indicates the location of each shelter, and each blue 
line linking an evacuee and a shelter indicates a recom-
mended evacuation direction. As shown in Fig. 3, more 
and more people in the area of the disaster have been 
evacuated to the shelters safely as time goes on. 

As we mentioned above, the evacuation planning algo-
rithm determines the performance of CLOTHO. In the 
following section, we will present two evacuation plan-
ning algorithms. 

4 EVACUATION PLANNING ALGORITHM 
4.1 Problem Analysis 
The disaster emergency evacuation planning problem is 
an NP-hard problem [16] and includes different methods 
to solve it, based on the research results of physics, genet-
ics and bionics have be proposed. These include Simulat-
ed Annealing (SA) [17], Tabu Search (TS) [18], Gravita-
tional Search Algorithm (GSA) [19], Genetic Algorithm 
(GA) [20], [21], Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [22], etc. 
However, there are some shortcomings of the emergency 
evacuation planning mechanisms based on heuristic algo-
rithms, such as slow convergence, premature convergence 
and local optimization. Before presenting our evacuation 
planning algorithm, we need to make three reasonable 
assumptions. 

 
  (a)   (b) 

 
  (c)   (d) 
Fig. 2. The smartphone interface of CLOTHO. (a) Surrounding shelters. 
(b) Route, distance and time of evacuation (c) Evacuation route rec-
ommendation. (d) Shelter information query.  
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Assumption 1. Each evacuee can be assigned with only 
one shelter, and would like to follow the recommended 
evacuation directions to complete the evacuation. 
Assumption 2. The capacity of each shelter is limited. In 
order to ensure that the evacuees can enter and stay in the 
shelters safely, the remaining capacity of each shelter can 
not be negative. 
Assumption 3. The occurrence of disaster will not cause 
serious damages to all the surrounding roads, bridges 
and other basic traffic facilities to make the evacuation 
impossible. 

Based on the above assumptions, Fig. 4 shows the 
emergency evacuation planning in a disaster. Once the 

disaster happens, people within the area of the disaster 
should be quickly evacuated to the surrounding shelters 
through the existing traffic network. The following prob-
lem need to be solved: 

The evacuees in the area affected by the disaster 
should be allocated to the nearby shelters in balance in 
order to avoid the evacuees all gathering in some shelters 
with the low utilization rates of some other shelters. 

4.2 Evacuation Planning Algorithm based on 
Artificial Potential Field 

The artificial potential field method is utilized here to 
model the large-scale emergency evacuation planning 
scenario, as shown in Fig. 5.  

O. Khaitib [23] presents a unique real-time obstacle 
avoidance approach for manipulators and mobile robots 
based on the “artificial potential field” concept in 1986.  
The basic idea of the approach is to avoid the obstacle 
planning path by the potential field created by the attrac-
tion potential field generated by the target and the repul-
sion potential field generated by the obstacle. The mathe-
matical model is practical with good real-time perfor-
mance and simple structure, widely used in real-time ob-
stacle avoidance and smooth track control senarios. 

As shown in Fig. 5, each evacuee moves as a particle in 
the virtual artificial potential field. The basic idea of the 
evacuation planning algorithm based on artificial poten-

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 3. The monitoring interfaces of real-time evacuation situations for 
the emergency management agency (a) at the beginning of the evacu-
ation, (b) after 583 seconds, (c) after 742 seconds after the beginning 
of evacuation. (d) after 852 seconds.  
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Fig. 4. Emergency evacuation planning in a disaster. 
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Fig. 5. The model of the emergency evacuation planning scenario 
based on the artificial potential field.  
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tial field proposed in this paper, APF, is to make evacuees 
move towards the fastest decline directions of the total 
potential field with the gradient descent search method. 
The disaster point produces repulsion forces on evacuees. 
The shelters generate attraction forces on evacuees. The 
resultant forces of the attraction forces and the repulsion 
forces control the moving of evacuees. As shown in Fig-
ure 5, the closer to the shelters, the smaller the potential 
field value; the closer to the disaster point, the greater the 
potential field value [24]. 

The theory of artificial potential field points out that in 
any environmental space, as long as there is a target point 
can produce a calculatable artificial potential field [23]. The 
forces on an evacuee Xj in the potential field are shown in 
Fig. 6. 
Definition 1. Total Potential Field. In an emergency senario, 

an evacuee is considered in a configuration space as a parti-
cle subjected to an artificial potential field called the total po-

tential field. 
Definition 2. Attraction Potential Field. The attraction poten-

tial field is used to describe the force of attraction generated 
by the shelters in a configuration space.  

Definition 3. Repulsion Potential Field. The repulsion poten-
tial field is used to describe the force of repulsion generated 
by the disaster point in a configuration space. 
Supposing that the collection of the shelters is 

G=(G1,G2,…,Gi,…,Gm), the collection of the evacuees is 
X=(X1,X2,…, Xj,…,Xn) the coordinates of an evacuee is Xj=(xj, 
yj), and the coordinates of the shelter i is Gi=(xi, yi), the total 
potential field function U (Xj) can be defined as 

1
( ) ( ) ( )

m
i

j att j rep j
i

U X U X U X
=

= +∑           (1) 

where Uatt
i(Xj) represents the attraction potential field gener-

ated by the shelter Gi, and Urep(Xj) represents the repulsion 
potential field generated by the point O=(xo,yo) where the 
disaster happens. 

We define the attraction potential field generated by the 
shelter Gi as 

21( ) ( , )
2

i
att j j iU X k X Gr= ×            (2) 

where k is the attraction coefficient, and ρ(Xj, Gi) is the Eu-
clidean distance from Xj to Gi. The Euclidean distance be-
tween Xj=(xj, yj) and Gi=(xi, yi) is defined as 

2 2( , ) 2 arcsin( sin ( ) cos( ) cos( ) sin ( ))
2 2j i e j i
a bX G R y yr = × × + ´ ´ (3) 

where a=|yj-yi| is the difference between the latitudes of Xj 
and Gi, b=|xj-xi| is the difference between the longitudes of Xj 
and Gi, and Re=6378.137 represents the spherical radius of the 
earth. 

We use the FIRAS function [24] to establish the repulsion 
potential field function 

2

0

1 1 1( ) ( )
2 ( , )rep j

j

U X m
X Or r

= -          (4) 

where m is the repulsion coefficient, ρ(Xj, O) denotes the Eu-
clidean distance from Xj to O, and ρ0 represents the radius of 
the repulsion potential field, i.e. the the effect area of the dis-
aster. 
Definition 4. Virtual Resultant force. The virtual resultant 

force is the total force that is subjected to the moving direc-
tion of the evacuee. 

Definition 5. Attraction Force. The attraction force shows the 
attraction effect of the shelters to the evacuee in a configura-
tion space. 

Definition 6. Repulsion Force. The repulsion force shows the 
repulsion effect of the disaster point to the evacuee in a con-
figuration space. 
The virtual force on evacuee is defined as the negative 

gradient of the potential field. Therefore, the virtual result-
ant force F(Xj) is defined as 

1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
m

i
j att j rep j

i
F X U X F X F X

=

= -Ñ = +å     (5) 

where Fatt i (Xj) represents the attraction force from Gi, and 
Frep(Xj) represents the repulsion force from O. 

The attraction force from Gi on the evacuee is defined as 
( ) ( ( )) - ( , )i i

att j att j j iF X U X k X Gr= -Ñ = ×      (6) 
where Fatt

i (Xj) is a vector pointing to Xj, and the strength of 
Fatt

i (Xj) is associated with Xj and Gi. 
The repulsion force is defined as the negative gradient of 

the repulsion potential field 

2
0

( ) ( ( ))

1 1 1( ) ( , )
( , ) ( , )

rep j rep j

j
j j

F X U X

m X O
X O X O

r
r r r

= -Ñ

= - × ×Ñ
   (7) 

where ▽ρ(Xj,O) represents a unit vector from O pointing to Xj. 
Definition 7. Shelter Distance Threshold. The shelter distance 

threshold ρG is a constant. The attraction potential field gen-
erated by the shelters can be controlled by ρG, so as to elimi-
nate the adverse effects of the shelters on the evacuees. 

Definition 8. Disaster Distance Threshold. The disaster dis-
tance threshold ρo is a constant. The repulsion potential field 
generated by the disaster point can be controlled by ρo. 
The workflow of APF is shown in Fig. 7: 

Step 1. The rectangular coordinate system xoy is estab-
lished by the longitude xj and latitude yj of Xj. Suppose 
that the angle between the link from the coordinates of 
the evacuee Xj to the shelter Gi=(xi, yi) (identified as ρ(Xj,Gi)) 
and the x-axis is αij, the angle between the link from the 
coordinates of the evacuee Xj to the disaster point (identi-
fied as ρ(Xj, O)) and the x-axis is βj, and the angle of the 
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Fig. 6. The forces on an evacuee based on the artificial potential field.  
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virtual resultant force and the x-axis is ηj. The initialization 
operations are performed on αij, βj, ηj, n, ρo and ρG. 
Step 2. According to the evacuee’s coordinate Xj=(xj, yj) 
and the disaster point’s coordinate O=(xo,yo), the distance 
between the evacuee and the disaster point, d0j, called the 
Euclidean dangerous distance, is calculated and obtained 
with (3). According to Xj=(xj, yj) and the shelters’ coordi-
nate Gi=(xi, yi), the distance between the evacuee Xj and the 
shelters, dGij, called the Euclidean evacuation distance, is 
also calculated and obtained with (3). 
Step 3. Each candidate shelter (Gi) is determined whether 
it satisfies dGij≤ρG or not. The suitable shelters are labeled 
as the available shelters. 
Step 4. αij and βj are calculated with the inverse trigono-
metric function  
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Step 5. Uatt
i (Xj) and Fatt

i (Xj) from each shelter Gi are calcu-
lated with (2) and (6) respectively. 
Step 6. Urep(xj) and Frep(xj) from the disaster point O are 
calculated with (4) and (7) respectively. 
Step 7. The orthogonal decomposition method of force 
calculation is adopted. According to αij and βj, the sum of 

forces in the x-axis Fsumx and in the y-axis Fsumy can be cal-
culated respectively. Assume the point D=(Fsumx,Fsumy), the 
total potential field U(Xj) and the virtual resultant force 

F(Xj) are calculated with (1) and (5), and then ηj is calcu-
lated with 
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Step 8. The evacuation direction of the evacuee Xj is de-
termined with the resultant force F(Xj) and resultant force 
angle ηj. Find the minimum value of |ηj-αij|, that is to 
determine the deviation of the shelter Gi and evacuation 
angle ηj is the smallest, and finally the shelter Gi is used as 
the evacuation destination. 
Step 9. The algorithm ends. 
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Fig. 7. The workflow of the evacuation planning algorithm based on 
artificial potential field. 
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Fig. 8. The forces on an evacuee based on the artificial potential field 
with relationship attraction.  
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The efficient evacuation must consider the mentality, emo-
tion and behavior of people [25]. Therefore, it is obvious that 
evacuating people with relationships to the same shelter will 
ease their nervous or fear moods effectively, so as to achieve 
the more humanitarian evacuation. With relationships, we 
improve APF to APF-RA. The forces on an evacuee Xj in the 
potential field with relationship attraction are shown in Fig. 
8. 
Definition 9. Relationship Attraction Potential Field. The 

attraction potential field is used to describe the force of at-
traction generated by the relationship of the evacuee in a 
configuration space.  

Definition 10. Relationship Attraction Force. The relationship 
attraction force shows the attraction effect of the relationship 
of the evacuee in a configuration space. 
The relationship attraction potential field is introduced in-

to the total potential field function. The total potential field 
with relationship attraction can be expressed as: 

1
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where b is the relationship attraction coefficient, ρ(Xj, Xr) is 
the Euclidean distance between the evacuee Xj and his/her 
relative Xr, and ρe is the action distance of the relationship 
attraction potential field.  

The virtual resultant force with the relationship attrac-
tion force can be simplified to: 

1
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where Frel(X) is the relationship attraction force. It is defined 
as the negative gradient of the relationship attraction poten-
tial field 
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Definition 11. Relationship Attraction Distance Threshold. 
The relationship attraction distance threshold ρe is a con-
stant. The attraction potential field generated by the relative 
can be controlled by ρe, so as to eliminate the adverse effects 
of the relationship on the evacuees. 
The rectangular coordinate system xoy is established by 

the longitude xj and latitude yj of Xj. The angle between 
the link from the coordinates of Xj to the shelter Gi=(xi, yi) 
(identified as ρ(Xj,Gi)) and the x-axis is αij, the angle be-
tween the link from the coordinates of Xj to the disaster 
point (identified as ρ(Xj, O)) and the x-axis is βj, and the 
angle between the link from the coordinates of Xj to Xr 
(identified as ρ(Xj, Xr)) and the x-axis is σj. The angle be-
tween the virtual resultant force (included attraction force 

and repulsion force) and the x-axis is ηj
1, and the angle 

between the virtual resultant force with the relationship 
attraction force (included attraction force, repulsion force 
and relationship attraction force) and the x-axis is η2.  

The process of APF-RA is shown in Fig. 9: 
Step 1. The initialization operations are performed with 
αij, βj, ηj

2, σj, ηj
1, ηj

2, n, ρ0, ρG and ρe. 
Step 2. According to the evacuee’s coordinate Xj=(xj, yj) 
and the disaster point’s coordinate O=(xo,yo), the distance 
between the evacuee and the disaster point, d0j, called the 
Euclidean distance of dangerous, is calculated with (3). 
According to Xj=(xj, yj) and his/her relative’s coordinate Xr 
=(xr,yr), the distance between the evacuee Xj and Xr, dr, 
called the Euclidean relationship distance, is also calcu-
lated and obtained with (3).  
Step 3. Each candidate shelter (Gi) is determined whether 
it satisfies dGij≤ρG or not. The suitable shelters are labeled 
as the available shelters. 
Step 4. αij and βj are calculated with (8) and (9). 
Step 5. Uatt

i (Xj) and Fatt
i (Xj) from each shelter are calculated 

with (2) and (6) respectively. 
Step 6. Urep(xj) and Frep(xj) from O are calculated with (4) 
and (7) respectively. 
Step 7. The orthogonal decomposition method of force 
calculation is adopted. According to αij and βj, the result-
ant forces (included attraction force and repulsion force) 
in the x-axis Fsumx and in the y-axis Fsumy are calculated 
respectively. Assume D1=(Fsumx, Fsumy) as a point of the rec-
tangular coordinate system xoy, U(Xj) and F(Xj) are calcu-
lated with (1) and (5), and then ηj

1 is calculated with (10). 
Step 8. Determine whether there is relationship attraction. 
If so, Urel(xj) and Frel(xj) from O are calculated with (12) and 
(14) respectively, and then go to Step 9. Otherwise, turn to 
Step 12. 
Step 9. Determined whether it satisfies dr ≤ ρe or not. If so, 
continue to Step 10. Otherwise, turn to Step 12. 
Step 10. The orthogonal decomposition method of force 
calculation is adopted. According to αij, βj and σj, the sum 
of forces (included attraction force, repulsion force, rela-
tionship attraction force) in the x-axis is Fsumx and in the y-
axis is Fsumy can be calculated respectively. Assume 
D2=(Fsumx, Fsumy) as a point of as a point of the rectangular 
coordinate system xoy, U(Xj) and F(Xj) are calculated fur-
ther with (11) and (13), and then ηj

2 is calculated with (10). 
Determine whether ε=|σj -ηj

2| (i.e. the angle between the 
virtual resultant force and relationship attraction force) is 
satisfied the evacuation condition. If so, continue to Step 
11. Otherwise, turn to Step12. 
Step 11. The evacuation direction of the evacuee Xj is de-
termined with the relationship attraction angle σ (i.e. the 
shelter where Xr is located as the evacuation destination of 
Xj) so as to bring evacuees the the same shelter. 
Step 12. The evacuation direction of Xj is determined with 
F(Xj) and ηj

1. Find the minimum value of |ηj
1-αij|, that is 

to determine the deviation of the shelter and evacuation 
angle ηj

1 is the smallest, and finally the shelter is deter-
mined as the evacuation destination. 
Step 13. The algorithm ends. 
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5 EXPERIMENTS 
5.1 Experimental Scenario 

We used a typical disaster event happened in Nanjing, 
China, as shown in Fig. 10. The specific coordinate of the 
disaster is (118.774388°E, 32.07471°N). The radius of the ef-
fect area of the disaster is 1.6 km, which affects 8.042 square 
kilometers. 

There are 12 shelters within the radius of 2.5 km totally. 
As shown in Table 1, these shelters can contain 139,833 per-
sons totally. 

Assume that the total number of evacuees is 100, 200, 
400, 800, 1500 and 2500 respectively. We designed and 
implemented a series of experiments to verify the effec-
tiveness and convergence of APF and APF-RA algorithm, 
and compared their performances with typical algo-
rithms, SA, TS and GSA espectively.  

The capacity of shelter is adjusted proportionately, in-
cluding the following two conditions: 

1. Insufficient capacity. The total capacity of the shel-
ters is 10% less than the number of people needing 
to be evacuated. 

2. Sufficient capacity. The total capacity of the shel-
ters is 10% more than the number of people need-
ing to be evacuated. 

The parameters of these related algorithms are shown 
in Table 2.  

To APF-RA, the relationship attraction coefficient b, the 

ultimate resultant force angle η2 and the relationship at-
traction angle ε are set according to the degree of relation-
ship, as shown in Table 3. 

5.2 Experimental Results and Preformance 
analysis 

Experiment 1. Route and time of evacuation. 
In Fig. 11, the evacuation routes with different algo-

rithms are compared in two cases of sufficient capacity 
and insufficient capacity respectively. It can be seen from 
Fig. 11 that the evacuation routes of these algorithms in 
case of sufficient capacity are shorter than in case of insuf-
ficient capacity. In case of insufficient capacity, it can only 
be considered to evacuate to further shelter. This will lead 
to an increase to the evacuation routes inevitably. 

In general, the evacuation route of SA and GSA is the 
longest. Due to the "premature" defect of them, they tend 
to output an obtained local optimal solution as the global 

optimal solution. Secondly is TS, it accepts parts of the 
poor solutions by creating a tabu list, which will lead to 
output some local optimal solutions as global optimal 
solutions. The evacuation route of APF and APF-RA is the 
shortest. By introducing the disaster distance threshold ρo, 

the range of the repulsion potential field can be adjusted 
and the local minimum problem of the algorithms are 
improved.  

Because SA, TS and GSA are easy to fall into the local 
optimum, the capacity allocation of the shelter is unbal-
anced. In the later period, they only consider the further 
shelters in the evacuation planning process, so the length 
of evacuation routes will be greatly increased with the 
increase of evacuee. APF and APF-RA establish the poten-
tial field in the disaster environment, they maintain the 
balance of shelter allocation during the evacuation pro-
cess, so the evacuation route length tends to be stable as 
the size of the evacuees expands. 

TABLE 2 
PARAMETERS OF ALGORITHMS 

Algorithm Parameter Value 

SA 

Temperature initialization 5 

Lower bound of temperature Tmin 1.2 

Temperature drop rate 0.96 

The number of iterations value k 3 

Shelter distance Threshold ρG 2500 

TS 

The number of iterations value Gmax 10 

Tabu length Ltabu 3 

Shelter distance threshold ρG 2500 

GSA 
Attraction coefficient G0 100 

Shelter distance threshold ρG 2500 

APF 
Disaster distance threshold ρ0 1600 

Shelter distance threshold ρG 2500 

APF-RA 

Disaster distance threshold ρ0 1600 

Shelter distance threshold ρG 2500 

Relationship attraction distance threshold ρe 3000 

Jinghaisi	Memorial	Hall

Xiuqiu	Park

Xiaotao	Garden

Jinchuan	Flower	Garden	
Square

Railway	North	Street	Square

Tianjiabing	Senior	
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Defense	Park

Yueguang	
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Relic	Site	Park
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Affected	
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Fig. 10. The experimental scenario. 

TABLE 1 
DATA OF THE SHELTERS 

ID Title Latitude and longtitude Construction area(m2) Capacity(people) 

1657560983 Nanjing National Defense Park 118.761159，32.057838 13200 8800 

1657561005 Xuanwumen Residential District 118.793484，32.071386 5000 3333 

1657561011 Xinjiekou Residential District 118.795624，32.059467 8000 5333 

1657561055 Treasure Shipyard Relic Site Park 118.742962，32.067632 50000 33333 

1657561059 Yueguang Plaza 118.75146，32.065886 10000 6666 

1657561060 Tianjiabing Senior High School 118.783814，32.090255 15000 10000 

1657561062 Railway North Street Square 118.765426，32.09196 10000 6666 

1657561063 Xiuqiu Park 118.752392，32.095057 59555 39703 

1657561064 Jinghaisi Memorial Hall 118.751757，32.097245 15000 10000 

1657561066 Xiaotao Garden 118.753183，32.092113 20000 13333 

1657561073 Jinchuan Flower Garden 118.764747，32.094514 2000 1333 

1657561075 Huayangang Square 118.755086，32.080763 2000 1333 

 

TABLE 3 
PARAMETERS RELATED TO RELATIONSHIPS 

Level Classification Relationship attraction 

coefficient b 

The virtual resultant force and 

relation-ship attraction force angle ε 

1 Parents, children, husband and wife 1 0°≤ε≤90° 

2 Relative 0.8 0°≤ε≤60° 

3 Friends, classmates 0.6 0°≤ε≤30° 
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Fig. 12 shows the evacuation time with different algo-
rithms are compared in two cases of sufficient capacity 
and insufficient capacity. It can be seen from Fig. 12 that 
the evacuation time of these algorithms in case of suffi-
cient capacity are shorter than in case of insufficient ca-
pacity. In case of insufficient capacity, it can only consid-
ered to evacuate to further shelter. This will lead to an 
increase to the evacuation time inevitably. 

In Fig. 12(a), the descending order of the evacuation 
time is GSA, SA, TS, APF and APF-RA. Because SA, TS 
and GSA are easy to fall into the local optimum, the ca-
pacity allocation of the shelter is unbalanced and the 
evacuation time is longer. APF and APF-RA establish the 
potential field in the disaster environment, and maintain 
the balance of the shelter allocation during the evacuation 
process. With the increase of evacuees, the overall evacua-
tion time is shorter. 

In Fig. 12(b), when the number of evacuee is 200, the 
evacuation time of SA and TS is the shortest. The reason is 
that APF and APF-RA describe the disaster environment 
with the potential field function and take real-time resid-
ual capacity parameter of the shelters as the attraction 
coefficient, so that the capacity of the shelter in the evacu-
ation process is balanced, which saves a lot of evacuation 
time. In the evacuation of fewer evacuees, this advantage 
can not be fully reflected. However, the advantages of 
APF and APF-RA are more and more obvious with the 
increase of evacuees. 

Experiment 2. Evacuation success rate. 
In Fig. 13, the evacuation success rate with different al-

gorithms are compared in two cases of sufficient capacity 

and insufficient capacity respectively. It can be seen from 
Fig. 13 that the evacuation success rate of these algorithms 
in case of sufficient capacity is higher than in case of in-
sufficient capacity. In case of insufficient capacity, the ca-
pacity allocation of the shelter is more difficult, the num-
ber of the evacuees failed to evacuate increases, so the 
overall evacuation success rate is low. 

In Fig. 13(a), SA, TS and GSA are easy to fall into the 
local optimum, the capacity allocation of the shelter is 
unbalanced, and the evacuation success rate is low. APF 
and APF-RA establish the potential field in the disaster 
environment, they maintain the balance of shelter alloca-
tion during the evacuation process, so the evacuation suc-
cess rate is high. The advantages of APF and APF-RA are 
more and more obvious with the increase of evacuees. In 
Fig. 13(b), the evacuation success rate of GSA, APF and 
APF-RA is higher and remain stable gradually. 

Experiment 3. Evacuation efficiency of SA, TS, GSA, APF 
and APF-RA. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 12. The average evacuation time. (a)Under the condition of ca-
pacity remaining. (b)Under the condition of insufficient capacity. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 11. The average length of evacuation route. (a)Under the condition 
of capacity remaining. (b)Under the condition of insufficient capacity. 
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In Fig. 14, when the number of evacuee is 400, the 
evacuation efficiency are compared in two cases of suffi-

cient capacity and insufficient capacity respectively. It can 
be seen that the evacuation efficiency of these algorithms 
in case of sufficient capacity is higher than in case of in-
sufficient capacity. In the case of insufficient capacity, the 
capacity allocation of the shelter is more difficult, the 
number of the evacuees failed to evacuate increases, so 
the evacuation efficiency is low. 

Fig. 14(a) reflects the evacuation efficiency curve in the 
case of insufficient capacity. It can be seen that the evacua-
tion efficiency of SA and TS is low. In the early period, the 
evacuation percentage of GSA increases slowly. In gen-
eral, APF and APF-RA show a rapid and steady increase 
of the evacuation percentage, which reflect their excellent 
performance. 

Fig. 14(b) reflects the evacuation efficiency curve in the 
case of sufficient capacity. It can be seen that the evacua-
tion efficiency of SA and TS is low. In the early period, the 
evacuation percentage of GSA increases fastly. In general, 
the evacuation efficiency of APF and APF-RA is the most 
ideal. 
Experiment 4. Humanitarian evacuation verification. 

In the experiment, the proportion of evacuees who 
have relatives to be evacuated is 20%. The two curves in 
Fig. 15 indicate the proportion of humanitarian evacua-
tion success in case of sufficient capacity and insufficient 
capacity. It can be seen from Fig. 15 that the proportion of 
humanitarian evacuation success is higher in case of suf-
ficient capacity. In case of insufficient capacity, the pro-
portion of humanitarian evacuation success is lower. 

The reason is that the capacity of the shelter is limited, 
in the case of insufficient capacity, some of the evacuees 
due to capacity problems can not evacuate to the same 
shelter with their relatives. Therefore, the capacity of the 

shelter is more, the proportion of humanitarian evacua-
tion success is higher. 
Experiment 5. Computational complexity. 

In Fig. 16, the time cost is compared in two cases from 
sufficient capacity and insufficient capacity respectively. It 
can be seen that the time cost of these algorithms in case 
of sufficient capacity is smaller than in case of insufficient 
capacity. In the case of insufficient capacity, it needs to 

operate several times in order to find a suitable shelter, 
the number of operations of the algorithm increases and 
results in the time cost increases. 

In general, the computation cost is increased in the lat-
ter period of the searching process and resulted in a larger 
time cost of SA and TS due to the unbalance of shelter 
allocation. Secondly is TS, the length of the tabu list is too 
long that leads to an increase of the algorithm storage, so 
the time cost increases. APF and APF-RA establish the 
potential field in the disaster environment, and maintain 
the balance of the shelter allocation during the evacuation 
process, so the time cost is small. 

In Fig. 14(b), the time cost of GSA is between APF and 
APF-RA when the number of evacuee is between 200 and 
1500 people. The reason is that APF has the characteristics 
of small computational amount and high real-time, so the 
time cost is lower than other algorithms. APF-RA adds 
the judgment and calculation of relationship attraction 
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(b) 

Fig. 13. The algorithm running accuracy of different capacity. (a)Under 
the condition of capacity remaining. (b)Under the condition of insuffi-
cient capacity. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 14. Evacuation efficiency of 400 evacuees. (a)Under the condition 
of capacity remaining. (b)Under the condition of insufficient capacity. 

 
Fig. 15. Humanitarian evacuation proportion of different capacity. 
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based on APF. This leads to a slightly higher time cost 
than APF. The time complexities of these algorithms are 
shown in Table 4. It can be seen from the table that the 
time complexity of TS and SA is larger, so the time cost of 
the two is higher. The time complexity of GSA, APF and 
APF-RA are smaller, so the time cost are lower. APF-RA 
adds the judgment and calculation of relationship attrac-
tion based on APF, but this does not cause an increase in 
the time complexity, so the performance of APF is guaran-
teed.  

6 CONCLUSIONS 
After the occurrence of large-scale disasters, rapid and 
orderly evacuation is very important. Orderly evacuation 
will largely ease the nervous and fear moods of the evac-
uees which is crucial to speed up the evacuation efficien-
cy. Unfortunately, the existing evacuation algorithms only 
consider some aspects of the emergency evacuation plan-
ning problem.  

In this work, we propose an IoT based solution that 
can improve the accuracy and convergence speed while 
taking the load balance of the shelters into account. The 
contributions of this works include the following. Firslty, 
the APF-RA can ensure the evacuation of high efficiency 
with special attention to human psychological factors. 
What matters is that it can ease the anxiety, depression, 

disturbance of consciousness and other psychological 
symptoms of evacuees which appear after the disaster 
occurs. Secondly, it realizes a more humanitarian evacua-
tion. We apply APF and APF-RA to CLOTHO, which can 
effectively shorten the evacuation route length and evac-
uation time. They maintain the balance of the shelter allo-
cation and achieve high efficiency and humanitarian 
evacuation. In addition, CLOTHO is currently available 
for emergency evacuation planning in a wide range of 
areas. However, the system has the potential to be ex-
tended to the indoor environment. 

Future extensions of this work will aim to solve the fol-
lowing problems. Firstly, the dynamic evacuation plan-
ning problem, as the proposed algorithm performs well in 
a static system, but we aim to extend it in a dynamic sys-
tem. Secondly, the evacuation route planning problem as 
the algorithm focus on planning for large-scale evacuees, 
so that the capacity of the surrounding shelters can be 
balanced, and the saturation problem of shelters can be 
avoided in the evacuation process. However, in future we 
will aim to solve the evacuation route planning problem. 
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